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EREN is the organism created by the Regional Government in December 1996, under law 7/1996, as an
energy managing Organism to develop, unify and integrate at territorial level all policies approved in 
different energy-related areas. Attached to the Regional Ministry for Economics and Employment, 
EREN main objectives are:

- To achieve a competitive and balanced energy system.

- To control and reduce energy intensity.

- To avoid the environmental impact caused by non-rational energy consume.

-To decrease energy dependence, mainly of third countries through a security of 

energy supply.

- To promote energy diversification.

-To improve a guarantee and better quality of the different energy types existing.

Main functions are to encourage and develop energy advise programmes, further rationalisation
programmes and promote the implementation of system for renewable energies production, study and 
make recommendations on the use of energy technologieswith the participation of the companies of 
Castilla y León towards these areas, advise planning and energy programming, rational use of energy 
and renewable energies and collaborate in the emission of Legislation in energy matters, promote
investments and participate in the management of energy-related grants.

ENTE PUBLICO REGIONAL DE LA ENERGIA DE CASTILLA Y 
LEON- CASTILLA Y LEON REGIONAL ENERGY AGENCY



- 4 Mobility offices

- Dinamization plan of bike lending system in 15 cities

-Mobility Plans in 10 cities

-Mobility plan in a industrial area +Mobility office

OTHER RELATED MOBILITY PROJECTS IN EREN



- According with our priorities

-By the innovative idea of a “mobility label” and “box 
solutions” system 

-We have capacity to involve stakeholders

-Collaboration of Ponferrada Council from the begining

-New split sustainable modes of transport for workers

WHY EREN IS IN MOMABIZ



Location: Municipality of Ponferrada, León (SPAIN)

Surface: 2.864 m2

Number of Companies: 55

Number of Employees: 1.369

Access by a National road: A-6

Distance to Ponferrada city center: 1,5 Kms

PONFERRADA BIZ: STATE OF THE ART



From the 80́s

2 phases: PIB I & PIB II

2 main acces from a national road, and 2 secondary access

First public promotion -> private owners

Some empty parcels 

Maintenance and management of roads and waste is municipal

Structure: 65% automotive industry , 21% services (mainly from

building sector), 14% others (commercial)

Most of them SMEs 

Facilities: petrol station, bar, restaurants (also at night), gym, 

Nearby: banks, schools, kindergarden

PONFERRADA BIZ: STATE OF THE ART



-An industrial area inside an urban area

-Easy to reach on foot

-Culture of using the car for short distances. Approximately 85% of workers trips by car.

-Demand of more bike facilities (some users and parking bike in some companies)

-Cycling routes finished before enter to the BIZ

-Lack of information about bus stop and timetables

-Workers available to share car for work trips

PONFERRADA BIZ: PREMISES



--Open minded workers and companies to new trip facilities and awareness on take car environment

-Most of them services companies

-2 companies represent more than the 50% of the workers

-Weak signaling inside the BIZ: companies info, parking, transport facilities

-Not controlled parking

-Weak accesibility in companies

-Bus stop in peripherical area and impermeability to go inside the bus by urban planing limitations

-Big interest in the LMG

PONFERRADA BIZ: PREMISES



-Workshop of mechanical of the bike during the Mobility week 2012

-Efficient driven courses for workers

-e-learning course of 100 hours of Mobility Manager in companies

-Integration of a new lending bike system in the BIZ

-Flexitaxi: share-taxi / on-demand taxi

-Car-pooling

-Information campaign for promoting the use of the BUS

-Review of bus offer for the BIZ: 2 new bus stops inside the BIZ (2 bus lines +), adaptation of frequency 
and timetables.

-Boosting to alive the already existing association in the BIZ

-Training in the efficient use of bikes for workers and signalling secure bike routes

PONFERRADA BIZ MEASURES



FLEXITAXI is a transport sharing system using a taxi as a mean of transport. 

- to cover the on-demand needs of commute for workers

The objectives are:

-encourage workers behavior into the concept of sharing vehicles offering Flexitaxi as a new facility, 

-More energy eficiency and sustainaible

-cost savings for the worker maintaining confort

-decreased greenhouse gas emissions and energy savings. 

Relying on new technology and communications which provide a tool for management and service
control of the system. 

FLEXITAXI



FLEXITAXI SUCCES IS BASED ON:

The good collaboration among municipality , bus company and taxi association

- More than 10 working meeting to design the system with all the stake holders and a testing phase f the 
project

-Not competence with bus lines

-Respect the legislation/normative

-Some attractive award

-Permit calculate avoid CO2 emissions, routes kms, users, incidents…

FLEXITAXI



FLEXITAXI ON-LINE
Directly from: www.flexitaxi.es

Registration exclusive for Ponferrada workers at the Mobility Office of 
Ponferrada Council



FLEXITAXI ON-LINE



FLEXITAXI ON-LINE



FLEXITAXI IN 4 STEPS
Or download the app for android or iphone

(Taxi on demand, but sharing-adaptation from am alreadyexisiting
tool “ I want a taxi)



-xxx

FLEXITAXI  CAMPAIGN



-Foursquare 

-You Tube

FLEXITAXI  CAMPAIGN



-Mainly target group: workers from outside of Ponferrada municipality

-Study of the amount of available car-pooling tools and decide by BLABLA.CAR.

A europen social net for car-pooling.

-Users registered directly by blabla.car web

-car identification card  can be obtained in the Ponferrada Mobility Office 

- e-mail + face to face visit to recruit users

CAR-POOLING



-10% of the companies trained on Mobility Manager issues

-5% of new mobility strategies in companies

-5% received training of efficient driving

-Information campaign for promoting the use of the BUS

-One new system of car sharing with taxi with 3% of user in 1 week

-Increase of the use of car pooling 

-Increase the user of the lending bike system and new bike user for work displacement

-2 new bus stops inside the BIZ, adaptation of frequency and timetables.

-Re making to alive the already existing association in the BIZ

IMPACTS



•Look for a local "ally" to reach the local stakeholders. Local prefer "the locals".

•Use the resources and facilities that you have at your hand locally and for free to promote the project 
actions, for training facilities etc..

•Insist to give information and training on sustainable mobility to companies they are lack of and they 
have they are  able to make use of that

•Dont forget the technological and communication advancement for the action for publicity. Social nets 
have really a power for the information spread.

•Adapt the communication tools that you need to your target group: for example young workers use 
social nets and smartphones, e-mail is the way for sending invitation for LMG meetings by a telephone 
calls has been the most effective way because is direct speaking.

•But don’t forget: for companies the most efficient channel of communication is “face to face”

LESSONS LEARNED
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LESSONS LEARNED


